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Abstract: Water shortage (availability per capita) is a key indicator of vulnerability to water scarcity. Spatial datasets enable the assessment of water shortage on multiple scales. The use of river basins and subbasins as analysis and management units is currently commonplace. An important but less acknowledged fact is that spatial assessments are strongly influenced by the choice of the unit of analysis due to the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP). Climate conditions, agricultural activities, and access to groundwater also influence water availability and demand. In this study, a total of 21 different criteria were used to define areal units of analysis, i.e., zonings, for which water shortage was calculated. Focusing on Monsoon Asia, where water scarcity is a pressing problem, we found that zoning had a considerable impact, resulting in up to three-fold differences in the population under high water shortage (<1000 m³/cap/year), ranging from 782 million to 2.11 billion. In most zonings, however, the Indus and Yellow River Basins and northwest parts of India and China are under high water shortage. The study indicates that a multizonal and multiscale analysis is needed to minimize skewed or even misleading information that might be produced when using only one zoning.
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1. Introduction

Spatial assessments are used to support the management of water resources and the environment [1–8]. Spatially varying distribution of population growth, changing water consumption, and changing climate have made water scarcity one of the key concerns in the world [4,9]. Globally, almost half of the population is living under some sort of water scarcity [10] and this proportion is predicted to grow in future [11]. Water scarcity is particularly pressing in South Asia as well as in East and Southeast Asia (referred to in this study as Monsoon Asia), where over half of mankind lives, and where a large portion of food production is affected by a highly variable climate [12,13].

Water scarcity, in terms of blue water, can be divided into physical and social scarcity [14]. Physical scarcity can further be divided into water shortage (water availability per capita) and water stress (water use relative to availability) [14]. The water shortage indicator—for which results are shown in this article—is the most widely used indicator of water scarcity in spatial vulnerability studies, thanks to its simplicity [14,15–19]. It provides important information on the ability to physically provide for major water requirements of households, the agriculture, industrial, and energy sectors, as well as the environment [14,20]. At the same time, we acknowledge the limitations of the indicator. In particular, examining the annual average runoff overlooks scarcity at shorter periods within the year, and excluding the influence of infrastructure and variations in demands causes inaccuracies e.g., [19].

Global models provide gridded spatial datasets e.g., [21–24] of available water resources and population, which enable water shortage calculations for various spatial levels with numerous areal units of analysis. The most popular of these levels and units of analysis include administrative units e.g., [20,25,26] and hydrological basins e.g., [9,26], or a combination of these e.g., [27,28]. In addition, assessments have been conducted at the level of grid cells e.g., [29,30]. However, other possibilities exist. For example, water shortage could be examined according to different agro-ecological zones, groundwater basins, or accounting for differences in climate [28,31].

The criteria used to define the areal unit of analysis influences the results of spatial assessments e.g., [11,19] due to the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) phenomenon [32–34]. The MAUP can be observed through two effects, one caused by scaling and the other by zoning (see Section 2 for more details). The MAUP was discovered in the 1930s [35], and many studies have handled the issue since then [33,34,36–44]. Though this phenomenon concerns practically any research using geographic or spatially-referenced data, it has been relatively little discussed [32,34], particularly in water resources management [15–17]. As the MAUP can result in substantial differences in conclusions and recommendations for action, it is a major concern for policy making and planning. Perveen and James studied the scaling effect with water shortage and stress indicators [15–17], but to our knowledge the zoning effect for spatial water-related assessment results has not yet been systematically explored.

This study aims to address this research gap by examining the zoning effect of the MAUP on water shortage results, using Monsoon Asia as a study area. Due to the simplicity of the indicator, it provides an efficient means of studying the effect of the MAUP. The study area contains several major river basins, including the Indus, Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna, Irrawaddy, Salween, Chao Phraya, Mekong, Red, Pearl, Yangtze, and Yellow Rivers. We focused our analysis on this particular area because it accommodates a vast population and faces increasing pressure on its water resources. Economic
development and the increasing need for food and energy are the key drivers influencing the use of water resources, and all of them are particularly pressing in Asia [12,45,46].

The development and management of water resources is quite challenging, as many of the area’s river basins are transboundary, i.e., shared by several countries. This puts further emphasis on the need to look at water resources and water shortage at various scales and with various units of analysis, including both within and between the riparian countries. The transboundary context emphasizes the importance of spatial assessments for planning and decision-making, and at the same time makes their use prone to conflicting interpretations and even politicking [47–49]. It is therefore critically important to study in a transparent and systematic manner the factors that influence the results of these assessments. Ultimately, the robustness of water-related indicators is in question.

To achieve our aims, we explore altogether 21 different zonings and their role in causing variation in the water shortage assessment results in the study area. The MAUP is examined by comparing maps of the results and the estimates of population under high water shortage (<1000 m^3/cap/year) across the zonings. We also calculate the frequency of a grid cell falling under high water shortage and the coefficient of variation of the indicator values across the zonings. Further, we present a variety of possible zoning schemes that can be used in spatial water-related vulnerability assessments, and discuss how the MAUP could be better considered in such assessments.

2. The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP)

In an ideal world, data on the processes occurring on the surface of the Earth would be available with the same spatial resolution as the drivers influencing those processes [32]. Usually, however, different spatial resolutions are used, and this has a great impact on the results of the spatial analysis e.g., [32,50]. Two effects can be distinguished in the MAUP, one related to changing the scale or resolution of the data (scaling effect) and the other related to changing the criteria to divide the study area into units of analysis i.e., the zoning or aggregation scheme chosen for the study area (zoning effect). The latter is the focus of this study.

The scaling effect is observed when coarsening the spatial resolution (i.e., aggregating small areas into larger ones) and averaging the variables over each aggregation, which results in stronger correlation between the studied variables and the loss of degrees of freedom and variance [32,34,44]. Similarly, the zoning effect also causes differences in variance and correlation when comparing two different zonings of same data [44,51]. Relationships between variables can even switch from positive to negative when different units of analysis are used [44].

Figure 1 describes these basic ideas behind the MAUP. Two indicators, A and B, can be analyzed together with different zonings. The variables in the example could represent, for example, population and available water. The zoning effect is visible when looking at the change in the coefficient of variation (CV) and the explanatory power of regression (R^2). When taking a ratio of the indicators A and B and exploring values above a certain threshold, we can see that results vary depending on the zoning used.

In practical terms, the MAUP thus means that statistical results are valid only at the spatial zoning and scale at which they were acquired [16,44,51–53]. This relates to the problem of ecological fallacy, which occurs if a researcher draws conclusions about a system on one scale based on results obtained at another scale (i.e., cross-scale inference) [32,54]. This phenomenon is particularly relevant since most
policies and decisions are made at scales defined by administrative units, while data is often collected at other scales.

Figure 1. The basic idea of the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP), partly based on [52]. A and B represent variables such as population and available water. In zoning 1, the units of analysis vary in size. In zoning 2, zones are created by regularly combining 9 grid cells.
3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Zoning

There are two general approaches for zoning: (i) individual-level data can be classified into groups according to non-spatial information, such as socioeconomic status; or (ii) individual-level data can be organized based on location. In spatial assessment, the second way is natural, but there are an almost infinite number of ways to delineate boundaries to form regions [33]. There are also practical needs for dividing the study area in various ways, for example based on administrative boundaries or river basin boundaries, corresponding to the context or areas for which decisions and policies are typically made.

Traditionally, spatial units of analysis in water resources management have followed administrative boundaries, hydrological basins, or regular grid cells [17]. However, any region is characterized by a spectrum of social, cultural, physical, and economic factors, and it is not possible to claim that any of these traditional spatial units captures the spatial diversity of all these factors [55]. As a result, other spatial units are required as well.

This study used readily available data to define zonings and combinations of these (referred to as meshes). The data sources for calculating water shortage and for defining zoning schemes are presented in Table 1, together with the methods and preparations applied to these data. Data preparations were performed with R, ArcGIS 10.2 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA), and Matlab R2014a software (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) packages, while calculations were conducted and results were mapped with Matlab R2014a. Zonings and thus the units of analysis were varied such that both zoning and scaling effects of the MAUP could be studied. Figure 2 shows the variety of ways the study area was divided, consisting of seven baseline zonings (Figure 2A–G; Table 1), namely:

A. river basins (“Basin”) [56],
B. country boundaries (“Nation”) [57],
C. Köppen–Geiger climate zones (“Köppen–Geiger”) [58],
D. Global Agro-Ecological Zones (“GAEZ”) [59],
E. groundwater basins (“GWbasin”) [60],
F. province boundaries as one scale below from country boundaries (“Province”) [57] and finally
G. subbasins, defined as the scale below river basin boundaries (“Subbasin”) [56].

In addition, 14 meshes were created by combining two or three baseline division criteria (Figure 2H–U, Table 1).
Table 1. Summary of data & preparations.

Data for water shortage

- Average annual runoff, 30 arc-minute resolution, source: WATCH 20th Century Ensemble [21,22].
- Population (year 2010), 5 arc-minute, source: Grübler et al. [23] and Klein Goldewijk et al. [24].
- Grid area, 30 arc-minute, source: HarvestChoice [61].

Data for zonings

- Hydrological basins and subbasins: Hydrobasins [56].
- Administrative boundaries: national and provincial level: GADM [57].
- Köppen-Geiger Climate Zones [58].
- Global Agro-ecological zones (GAEZ) [59].
- Groundwater basins [60].

Zonings

- Simple zonings: Basin 1, Nation 2, Köppen-Geiger 3, GAEZ 4, GW basin 5, Province 6, Subbasin 7.
- Mesh zonings: Basin 8, Nation 9, Köppen-Geiger 10, GAEZ 11, GW basin 12, Province 13, Subbasin 14.
- Mapped in Figure 2.

Preparations in ArcGIS/R

- Projection was set to WGS84 (if not originally);
- Data was converted to raster with ‘features to raster’ tool (if not originally), runoff raster was used as snap raster to ensure grid size and location was exactly the same for all rasters;
- Grid cells were assigned numerical values representing zone codes;
- Rasters were clipped according to the outer limits of the 10 major Asian river basins + including all river basins in China & India;
- Rasters were converted to ASCII;
- Average annual runoff was calculated in R based on the output of modelled daily surface and subsurface runoff for period of 1971–2000.

Preparations and calculations in Matlab

- Population for 2010 was calculated as combination of two 5 arc-minute datasets and aggregated to 30 arc-minute resolution;
- Datasets were further clipped according to the minimum coverage of the input data, i.e., to consider only those grid cells that have values for all 21 zonings;
- Meshes of zonings were created;
- Zonal analysis was performed to calculate water availability, population and water shortage indicator for each zoning;
- Water shortage indicator values assigned to each grid cell from each zoning were examined to calculate the average, standard deviation and coefficient of variation;
- Population under 1000m³/cap/yr was calculated for each zoning;
- The count of zonings when a grid cell fell under 1000m³/cap/yr was calculated;
- Results were mapped and tabulated.
Figure 2. The 21 different zonings mapped. Data sources are presented in Table 1.
3.2. Water Shortage Calculations

The water shortage indicator is defined as the ratio of available water resources and population, measuring the average water availability per person in a unit of analysis [15,20,62]. We calculated water availability based on gridded mean annual runoff for the period 1971–2000 under natural conditions. The dataset was obtained at daily resolution from the WATCH project [21,22], which provides averaged total surface and sub-surface flow from seven global hydrological models. The dataset therefore represents a recent consensus regarding global runoff, particularly given that special care was taken to avoid bias due to outliers [21]. Daily values were aggregated to annual mean values. Grid-cell values were then multiplied with the surface area of the grid [61] using a resolution of 30 arc-minute (0.5°). We obtained population distribution data for 2010 by combining the datasets by Grübler et al. [23] and Klein Goldewijk et al. [24]. The original resolution of 5 arc-minutes was aggregated to 30 arc-minute resolution to fit with the other data.

Population and water availability were then aggregated to the areal units of analysis defined by the 21zonings. Water shortage was calculated by dividing the available water in an areal unit of analysis by its population. For each zoning, we then calculated the total population under high water shortage, i.e., where the water availability is less than 1000 m³/cap/year in line with [27]. In addition, we calculated the average value of the water shortage indicator for each grid cell, based on the values from 21 different zonings. Finally, we calculated the variation of these values within each grid cell. The number of zonings in which the grid cell fell under high water shortage was recorded.

4. Results

Our results indicated that the spatial distribution of water shortage (Figure 3A–U) as well as the population under high water shortage (Table 2) varied considerably depending on the zoning used. The differences were easy to spot when water shortage indicator values were coarsely classified into “no”, “moderate”, and “high” water shortage (Figure 3).

Of the seven baseline zonings (Figure 3A–G), those based on groundwater aquifers and national boundaries (Figure 3E,B) produced quite different results (cf. Figure 3A–U). However, the province zoning, which is a “down-scaling” of the national zoning (Figure 3F), showed very similar patterns to most of the other zonings. The dataset on groundwater aquifers consists of areas that have been classified to represent aquifer types, and thus in theory a class can include groundwater aquifers that seem to be one continuous aquifer but in reality are not. Examination of the GW basin dataset together with, for example, national boundaries implied a more likely scenario where access to water is limited by access to a shared groundwater resource as well as national regulations. In such a case, the area under high water shortage increased remarkably (cf. Figure 3E,O).

Most of the areas under high water shortage in Figure 3E,O were major groundwater aquifers or aquifers with complex hydrogeological structure and recharge less than 100 mm/year [56]. Groundwater aquifers under high water shortage within Pakistan and China are classified as major groundwater basins with a recharge of less than 2 mm/year [60]. The water availability data includes surface and sub-surface (i.e., base flow from groundwater) runoff [21,22], but not fossil or unsustainably used groundwater resources. In many parts of the study area, groundwater is the main source of irrigation water (e.g., in
India and Bangladesh [63,64] and in northern China [65,66]). This water shortage result therefore indicated that these regions are in fact dependent on that groundwater [63–67]. This is a significant result and supports the findings of Wada et al. [67].

Figure 3. Water shortage expressed in terms of available water resources per capita (m³/cap/year) with different zonings.
Population under high water shortage also showed substantial variation. The results with different zonings ranged between 782 million (22% of total population) with the Köppen–Geiger climate zoning and 2.11 billion people (60% of total population) with subbasins as the unit of analysis (Table 2). The difference between these two extremes was almost a factor of three. Twelve out of 21 zonings resulted in population under high water shortage exceeding half of the total population, i.e., between 1.76 and 2.11 billion.

While our main aim was to study the zoning effect of the MAUP, the scaling effect was also clearly visible in our results. This is shown when comparing nations and provinces, and basins and subbasins, in both of which the former is a direct aggregation of the latter. In both cases, coarser resolution (higher scale) produced lower values. This is explained by the fact that averaging over larger areas reduces the effect of local concentrations of high population and low availability of water resources. The finer resolution zoning is more strongly affected by potential pockets of water shortage. In the case of basins and subbasins, the difference was 860 million and in the case of nations and provinces the difference was 480 million (Table 2). When comparing Figure 3A vs. 3G and 3B vs. 3F, the number of grid cells under high water shortage was actually higher when using a coarser scale, but the subbasin and province scales produced a larger population under high water shortage because of the high population density in the cells affected, particularly in Bangladesh and in the parts of India within the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna region.
The coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated for each grid cell of 30 arc-minute (21 values each, corresponding to the zonings). The CV revealed that the variation in water shortage was greatest in the areas with lowest average water shortage (cf. Figure 4A,B).

![Water shortage maps](image1)

**Figure 4.** (A) Average water shortage per grid cell calculated based on the 21 zonings; (B) number of zonings under which the water shortage indicator value for grid cell was less than 1000 m³/cap/year; and (C) the coefficient of variation (CV) of water shortage indicator values per grid cell calculated over the 21 zonings.

The groundwater aquifer zoning was likely to have caused some of this high variation, as its values differed the most from other zonings’ values, particularly in the northern parts of the study area (Figure 3E). The “GAEZ” and “Köppen–Geiger” zonings also produced somewhat different shortage maps (Figure 3C,D). On the other hand, the overall view of Figure 4A–C reveals that areas with lowest average water availability per capita were located in areas which also tend to be categorized as areas under high water shortage with the majority of the zonings (>17, Figure 4C).

Examples of areas that were particularly prone to the MAUP are parts of China with a high average water availability, i.e., over 1700 m³/cap/year (Figure 4A, lighter color). However, these areas were classified as areas under high water shortage in roughly half of the zonings (Figures 3 and 4B, light blue and green areas) and received high CV values (Figure 4C). In these areas, groundwater use might already be unsustainable [63,66,67], which makes the uncertainty of water shortage even more problematic.

While the different zonings brought remarkable heterogeneity to the results, there were commonalities across all zonings: (i) the areas within the Indus River basin in the western part of the
The study revealed that different zonings used in our spatial assessment resulted in substantial variation in water shortage results. In particular, the spatial extent and population under high water shortage (<1000 m³/cap/year) vary remarkably depending on the zoning used. The significant effect of scale was also visible in our results, in line with the findings of Vörösmarty et al. [9] and Perveen and James [15]. In general, when using more detailed data (grid-based), the population under scarcity increases compared with coarser data (e.g., national statistics) [9].

The values of the water shortage indicator varied substantially in areas with low average water availability, but also in areas that experienced high water shortage in half the zonings while still having higher average water availability. This indicates a high level of sensitivity to and importance of the selection of the areal unit of analysis. Despite the substantial variation in the results, the areas most affected by annual water shortage were still visible and were classified as high water shortage according to 17 or more zonings. These were found in areas within the Indus River basin, the Yellow River basin, and the northwest parts of India and China (Figure 4A,B).

We used some of the most recent runoff and population datasets available, and thus extended previous work, e.g., the water stress analysis by Vörösmarty et al. [4]. We considered not just grid cells that have river flow, but also sub-surface runoff and the zoning associated with groundwater aquifers. This study thus provided support for findings of other relevant studies on water scarcity regarding groundwater-related aspects [63,68–70] as well as new findings.

To our knowledge this analysis was the first to look systematically at the MAUP’s zoning effect—in a water scarcity context—for a large study area covering several countries and major river basins. The study provides issues to consider when conducting national-, regional-, or global-scale spatial assessments related to water resources. We have shown that the MAUP has such a dramatic effect on estimates of water shortage that it is essential that this issue be explicitly tackled by anybody using these assessments e.g., for policy analysis. The ability of the spatial data user to modify the areal unit of analysis and hence to influence analysis results comes with great responsibility.

In the remainder of the discussion, we consider how spatial data users may be able to meet this responsibility. We first discuss whether it is possible to robustly estimate the water shortage indicator. This would be the ideal outcome; what is the value of an indicator if its message can be too easily modified? We then discuss factors that need to be considered in estimating water shortage, including the role of the zones used in this paper. We conclude with recommendations for the best way forward.

5.1. Can We Solve the MAUP to Robustly Estimate the Water Shortage Indicator?

Ideally, the water shortage indicator would be calculated based on the volume of water to which individuals actually have access compared to the volume of water they require. There is, in principle, a right answer when quantifying the water shortage. This suggests that improved access to detailed data about access and demand for water would be one way to avoid the MAUP. However, collecting data at such a detailed level is practically impossible due to cost and confidentiality issues [71], hence the need...
to use spatially aggregated statistics. In addition, the drivers affecting the use and management of water resources can also operate at larger scales, and using the most detailed level of data may not always be appropriate [16], even if it were accessible. Drivers typically depend on scale and the relevance of drivers at different scales therefore varies.

Using spatially aggregated data means that the MAUP cannot be fully avoided, and the aim should thus be to recognize and minimize its effects. The magnitude of the MAUP is influenced by the variation among the observations and by the extent to which the unit of analysis matches this pattern [33]. The MAUP is therefore related to the internal homogeneity of areal units, and in this way also to spatial autocorrelation [54] and to the first law of geography stating that “near things are more related than distant things” [72]. This suggests that the optimal areal unit of analysis could be formed based on the degree of auto-correlation (by variogram, semivariogram, or correlogram) or by other data-driven methods such as the $k$-means clustering.

An example of optimizing the unit of analysis can be drawn from a case study of the Tonle Sap Lake in Cambodia [73], in which socioeconomic data were clustered spatially instead of according to provincial boundaries, enabling exploration of areas with similar linkages between economic activity and the lake’s hydrology. The study concluded that optimizing the unit of analysis to consider these local characteristics enables further discussion of potential impacts of changes in the lake’s hydrology on livelihoods.

In the above example, however, the MAUP is not actually “solved.” While its effects are minimized from the viewpoint of the case study, there are other viewpoints that would lead to different “optimal” units of analysis and the same data could reveal different results. Thus, it seems that attempts to minimize the effects of the MAUP are strongly case-specific and location-specific.

5.2. Factors to Consider in Estimating Water Shortage

In this study different assumptions about availability, access, and demand relating to water were considered through the use of multiple zonings. Each zoning reflects the inability to obtain water (or goods produced using water) for a particular population from other basins, nations, climate zones, agro-ecological zones, groundwater basins, subbasins, provinces, or combinations of these. In other words, when calculating water shortage indicator, we assume that there are distinct areas within which the population is limited to using only water from the same area. This touches on a number of considerations.

The groundwater aquifers provided a striking example, where access to water is limited to a shared groundwater resource (resulting in 56% of population under high water shortage, 59% if access is also limited within national boundaries, Table 2). High shortage of surface and sub-surface runoff in these areas suggested a dependence on fossil groundwater. Virtual (or physical) water imports from other parts of a nation (i.e., using national boundaries) can reduce water shortage (41% under high water shortage), but may not be possible due to problems interacting between provinces (55%). Use of river flows or virtual water imports from outside the nation (e.g., within river basin boundaries 35%) may require significant transboundary negotiation or imply a loss of food sovereignty. Boundaries associated with climate zones and agro-ecological zones can be interpreted as implying unlimited trade of goods produced while relying on runoff of the local climate (22%) or minimizing the use of runoff outside its
original agro-ecological zone (27%). These seem like more utopian scenarios, assuming that the benefits of water are being equitably distributed among all people within a region. The other extreme occurs if people are restricted to the runoff within their subbasin (60%), as may be the case in headwaters reliant on subsistence agriculture.

Additional factors could be considered in optimizing the unit of analysis to avoid the MAUP. A number of limitations of the indicator have been reported e.g., [14,19,63]. Heterogeneity of water demand and seasonal variation in both water availability and demand could be addressed. Furthermore, it would be useful to extend the analysis beyond physical water availability to consideration of water quality, resource management, and social and economic factors limiting water access, including their variation over time. However, detailed and location-specific data on water availability and demand with specific information on diet, water use, and resource management are not currently available. Without this information, calculation of water shortage at a detailed level is not possible. For example, calculating the water availability of an urban area requires information about connections to its vast hinterland. Otherwise, a single isolated urban grid cell would appear to have high water shortage, where it may not actually be the case.

This complexity of factors influencing water shortage suggests that zonings should instead be seen as purpose-dependent. The definitions of available water and of needs are intrinsically subjective. In theory, water that is considered to be available to a population could range from only the water in a grid cell to potentially all the water in the world, making use of the virtual water concept [74]. Ultimately, while the individual consumer may be able to determine whether their needs are met at a point in time, it should be noted that different sectors would probably have very different opinions of optimal and relevant scales and zonings. The amount of water needed to avoid shortage can range from basic needs for drinking water to the water demand of an agricultural industry dependent on irrigation in a climate region otherwise not suitable for crop production. Food production involving supply chains would have quite a different view on the optimal unit of analysis to calculate the water shortage compared with the energy sector. Each of these perspectives corresponds to different purposes of analysis and yields different zonings and results. The same issue was discussed previously in the context of the Tonle Sap case study. It is obviously important that the purpose of the analysis and the reasoning behind the unit of analysis are transparently reported and discussed.

5.3. A Way Forward

Given the challenges described above, it seems fair to say that the MAUP is here to stay. While some methods have been developed for quantifying the MAUP and handling its influence [41,51,55,75–80], none of these methods provides a comprehensive solution that would easily quantify the effect of the MAUP [34] or enable finding consistent results regardless of the scale or zonal patterns [33]. Therefore, our results also reinforce the findings of previous studies [15–17], noting that multizonal and multiscale approaches are required for spatial assessments. Such approaches are important as they reveal the sensitivity of the results to the selection of the unit of analysis and data resolution, and increase the robustness of conclusions drawn from the results. A multizonal approach enables a sensitivity analysis for indicator-based assessments, regarding the spatial dimension. Using multiple zones can also be an effective way of representing multiple perspectives, facilitating dialogue between different sectors.
However, there are also issues that need to be considered with multizonal and multiscale assessments. There is a danger of overstating uncertainty by includingzonings that are not strongly representative of the issue in hand. Using too many different zonings may also overload the audience with unnecessarily detailed information. If fewer zonings are used, new research is still needed to evaluate whether sufficiently different zonings are included. The selection of zones therefore needs to be considered critically to ensure extensive coverage of various viewpoints, rather than simply using all zones available. It is also important to explicitly discuss how the recommendations might change if different assumptions were made and different zones were selected.

6. Conclusions

We addressed the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) in spatial water shortage assessment by systematically exploring the impact that the unit of analysis and zoning system have on the results. This was done using 21 different criteria for defining the unit of analysis within a study area covering Monsoon Asia.

Our results revealed that the spatial extent and population under high water shortage (<1000 m³/cap/year) varied remarkably depending on the zoning used. Our findings also allowed us to identify the areas with the highest frequency of water shortage among the various zonings, namely the areas within the Indus and the Yellow River basins and areas in the northwestern parts of India and China. While nearly all zonings resulted in high water shortage in these areas, the value of the water shortage indicator also varied most in those areas, especially close to these areas where average water availability was higher. This indicates a high level of sensitivity to the selection of the unit of analysis.

Our analysis reinforces the view that results of spatial studies are sensitive to the zoning system used. This means that the selection of the scale and the areal units of analysis cannot be considered an independent and neutral part of the spatial assessment, as it may have a major influence on assessment results. Hence, as a first practical step, it is important that the scale and unit of analysis used are transparently described and their possible effects on the results are openly discussed as part of any spatial assessment. A further step forward is to simultaneously use several scales and units of analysis and to discuss their differences consistently and openly. Only this kind of multiscale and multizonal assessment approach can make the challenges of the MAUP and its scaling and zoning effects properly visible.

At the theoretical level, this problem has long been recognized [31], but we argue that it needs to be more consistently used and understood in interpreting and discussing outcomes of water-resources related spatial analyses. We hope that our analysis and findings—showing that remarkable variation in water shortage results stems from the selection of the unit of analysis—will inspire scientists as well as the users of the spatial assessment results to go beyond debating the numbers to debating the factors behind the numbers.
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